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Subcommittee Membership
See 07-08 CIC 2.

Items Approved by CIC and Passed by the Senate

07-08 CIC 1 New Doctoral Degree Ed.D in Educational Leadership

Attached Proposal
Additional Information:
Revisions to the Ed.D Proposal
Core Concepts and Curriculum Matrix
Assessment and Evaluation
Proposed Program Budget
Proposed Five-Year Budget

Notable Achievements of the Committee on Instruction and Curriculum 07-08

07-08 CIC 2 (revised) Recommendations for CIC GE Subcommittee Membership, 2007-2008
07-08 CIC 3 UDGE application of HIST 3622 Mexico Since 1810 to Area C4
07-08 CIC 4 UDGE application of ES 3120 Civil Rights to area D4
07-08 CIC 5 Recommendations for CIC Subcommittee Membership
07-08 CIC 6 UDGE application of PHIL 3322 Philosophy of Language
07-08 CIC 7 UDGE application of GEOG 3550 Geography of Southeast Asia
07-08 CIC 8 Policy on Course Material Accessibility
07-08 CIC 9 New M.S. Degree in Construction Management
07-08 CIC 10 Modification of M.S. Degree in Telecommunications Systems
07-08 CIC 11 (revised) New Degrees in Recreation and Hospitality
07-08 CIC 12 UDGE application of courses for History
07-08 CIC 13 LDGE application of course for Ethnic Studies
07-08 CIC 14 UDGE application of course for Latin American World
07-08 CIC 15 UDGE application of course for Health Sciences
07-08 CIC 16 Revision of CIC’s Policies and Procedures Document
07-08 CIC 17 UDGE application of course for Ethnic Studies
07-08 CIC 18 UDGE application of courses for Anthropology
07-08 CIC 19 Discontinuance of Religious Studies and Cognitive Science Minors in Philosophy
07-08 CIC 20, UDGE Application of English 3850
07-08 CIC 21, UDGE Application of History courses
07-08 CIC 22, LDGE Application of GEOL 2600
07-08 CIC 23, UDGE Application of HIST 3530
07-08 CIC 24, New Certificate in World Languages and International Travel (To be reviewed Fall 08)
07-08 CIC 25, UDGE Application of Courses (area C4, History courses)
07-08 CIC 26, Freshman Learning Community 08-09 (Sports Cluster)
07-08 CIC 27, Accessibility Statement for New Course Request Form
07-08 CIC 28, Awarding of Multiple Degrees at a Single Commencement (EO 971)
07-08 CIC 29, UDGE application of courses for History
07-08 CIC 30, UDGE application of course for Anthropology
07-08 CIC 31, UDGE application of course for Kinesiology and PE
07-08 CIC 32, Discontinuance of options in Business & Economics
07-08 CIC 33, UDGE application of course for Statistics
07-08 CIC 34, UDGE application of course for Geography